Abstract-To reduce delay and network congestions caused by traditional network coding techniques, in this paper, we propose a Partial Network Coding based Real-time Multicast (PNCRM) scheme for supporting real-time multicast services in Mobile Ad-hoc Networks. This scheme combines the idea of partial network coding with the meshbased real-time multicast scheme together. It can not only reduce the end-to-end delay effectively, but also improves the final throughput performance significantly. Simulation results show that the PNCRM outperforms the PUMA and existing network coding based real-time multicast schemes in terms of packet delivery ratio and end-to-end delay.
I. INTRODUCTION
Mobile Ad hoc Networks (MANETs) are a kind of wireless networks composed of a series of mobile terminals that are dynamic in nature. It is characterized by centerless, multi-hop, no infrastructure, dynamical reconfiguration and self-recovery, thus it is well suited to dynamic scenarios with topology changing frequently and nodes moving randomly. Multicast requires simultaneous transmission of message from a source to an arbitrary number of destinations. Real-time multicast refers to a kind of multicast in which the end-to-end delay from source to all destinations should not exceed a specified bound. There are a wide range of applications relying on real-time multicast services, such as distributed database systems, emergency search and rescue, multimedia broadcast multicast service [1] , and so on.
Real-time multicast services usually have Quality of Service (QoS) requirements such as low-latency, low energy consumption, low packet loss ratio, etc. The important issues of real-time multicast in MANETs are to satisfy reliability requirements under strict delay constraints and use the limited bandwidth of MANETs efficiently, which influences directly the throughput performance of the wireless networks. Hence, real-time multicast in MANETs has become a hot research topic. Tavli et al. [2] presented an energy-efficient real-time data multicasting architecture for MANETs. Muath Obaidat et al. [3] proposed QoS-Aware Multipath Routing Protocol (QMRP) in MANETs, which obtains significant real-time performance. Du et al. [4] propose a path selection optimization scheme for MANETs to reduce the number of redundant retransmissions and reducing overall overhead.
In 2000, network coding was proposed by Ahlswede et al. [5] . It broke the conventional routing mechanism that the data packets transmitted in the network can only be stored and forwarded by intermediate nodes. Since then, it has attracted considerable attention in academia. Theoretical researches applying network coding in MANET multicast have been launched extensively. With further and ongoing studies, lots of advantages of network coding have begun to emerge. Firoiu et al. [6] showed that network coding can achieve significant gains in packet delivery performance while simultaneously providing significant bandwidth savings. Several other works, e.g. [7] [8] showed that the total throughput of wireless network is substantially improved by network coding. Karande et al. [9] proved that the throughput gain derived from network coding for multicasting in wireless networks is bounded by a constant. Yang et al. [10] demonstrated the superior performance of network coding in maintaining the reliability of data transmission and the stability of the networks, respectively. In the original paper, Ahlswede et al. [5] confirmed the capacity gain of network coding for multicast in wired networks. By allowing coding operation in the intermediate nodes, linear network coding can make the capacity of network reach theoretical bounds decided by maximum flow minimum cut was proved by Li et al. [11] . Recently, Wang et al. [12] studied the contribution of network coding in improving the multicast capacity of random wireless ad hoc networks in different transmission mode.
Typically, for real-time multicast services in MANETs, a network coding based ad hoc multicast protocolCodeCast was proposed in [13] . By using the localized loss recovery strategy and path diversity, it achieves high network throughput with low latency and low overhead. Similar to the conventional network coding based protocols, CodeCast implements coding operation among the entire network, which increases the probability of recovering the original data packets to a certain extent, but also leads to excessive energy consumptions.
PUMA [14] is a mesh-based multicast routing protocol. The mesh constructed in PUMA is receiver-initiated and the data packets are flooded within the receiving-mesh rather than the whole network. Compared with other representative mesh-based multicast protocol, PUMA suppresses those unnecessary packets flooding outside the receiving-mesh. It reduces the overhead of the network significantly. However, the flooding can lead to undesired effects-broadcast storm problem [15] : redundant packet transmission resulting in repeated collision and extra energy consumption, which is still a bottleneck of its performance when the traffic load of senders becomes high.
To address this problem, a Network Coding based Real-time Multicast (NCRM) scheme was proposed for real-time multicast services in MANETs by [16] , which was a heuristic implementation of CodeCast. NCRM adopts the unified and simple control signaling MA in PUMA to reduce the control overhead, and implements the random linear coding operation within the receivingmesh rather than the entire transmission network. However, the conventional network coding sends the whole block coded packets simultaneously after the encoding operation, which leads to larger delay as well as serious network congestion. All these factors could have a serious negative impact on the real-time multicast in MANETs.
In the light of the sensitivity of delay and low packet delivery ratio, Wang et al. [17] proposed the concept of partial network coding. Different from equal size of each block that the conventional network coding adopts, partial network coding utilizes the blocks consisted of arbitrary number of data packets to implement the encoding operation, which improves the packet delivery ratio while reducing the end-to-end delay effectively. Motivated by these findings and combining the idea of partial network coding with mesh-based real-time multicast mechanism used in PUMA, we propose a Partial Network Coding based Real-time Multicast (PNCRM) scheme over MANETs in this paper. Afterwards, we will carry out some typical simulations in the NS2 for comparing its performance with other schemes.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: section II gives a brief introduction of partial network coding; section III illustrates the operation of PNCRM in detail; the simulation results are presented in Section IV; finally, we conclude this paper in Section V.
II. PARTIAL NETWORK CODING
In this section, we briefly introduce the key component of our scheme-partial network coding. Since partial network coding is based on the Random linear Network Coding (RNC) [18] , we first introduce the RNC briefly. RNC, a kind of implementation of distributed network coding, is particularly suitable for large scale of networks with dynamic links, and requires no topology information in advance for code construction.
With RNC, sender combines a block of original data packets P T = {P 1 ,P 2 ,...,P BLOCK_SIZE } together with a set of coefficients E={e 1 ,e 2 ,...,e BLOCK_SIZE } which are generally drawn randomly from the Galois Field to generate a coded packet E· P, where the BLOCK_SIZE denote the maximum number of original packets that can be encoded together into a new encoded packet. The vector used to generate coded packet, i.e. E = {e 1 ,e 2 ,e BLOCK_SIZE }, is called encoding vector, which is transmitted along with coded packets. For the practical of network coding, all the operations should over . Through experiments, Chou et al. [19] revealed that over a sufficiently large finite field, the coefficients will keep linear independent with high probability. (1) And (2) are the equations for encoding and decoding operation of RNC, respectively. Be enlightened by RNC, if the encoding matrix is a lower triangular matrix, which also satisfies the requirement of encoding and decoding operations, just as (3) and (4), which are the equations for encoding and decoding operation of partial network coding. With partial network coding, the sender can implement the encoding operation once receive one packet, and encodes all the received packets together into a new packet. Besides, in the decoding operation, through any sequential principal minors of the encoding matrix the receivers can decode the original packets, which means that the receivers can recover the original packets and need not to receive all the coded packets belonging to the block. Fig. 1 illustrates the process of partial network coding.
In Fig. 1 , the subscript k of P k is equal to BLOCK_SIZE. Suppose, at time T 1 , the sender receives data packet P 1 , caches it in local memory, then encodes it with a random vector from to generate coded packet C(P 1 ), and forwards this coded packet. At time T 2 , the sender receives data packet P 2 , and caches it. At this moment, there are two data packet P 1 and P 2 in local memory. Then the sender performs the random linear combination with P 1 and P 2 to generate code packet C(P 1 ,P 2 ), and forwards it. Similarly, in the next time slices, once the sender receives one data packet, caches it, and encodes all the packets in the local memory at that moment together to generate a new coded packet, then forwards. At last, it can generate BLOCK_SIZE coded packets, i.e. C(P 1 ), C(P 1 ,P 2 ) … C(P 1 ,P 2 ...P K ), which can ensure that all the coded packets contain the complete information about the original packets. After the encoding operations of one block were completely finished, all the packets belong to the block in local memory will be discarded. Then, the sender implements the encoding operation of the next block. Once the sender receives new packets, repeat the previous procedures. Process of partial network coding III. PNCRM SCHEME
In this section, we introduce the mechanism of PNCRM in detail. First, we give a description of the establishment and maintenance of the mesh, which just covers a certain area. In the next three parts, we illustrate the operations of the sender, the intermediate nodes and the receivers respectively: the sender implements encoding and forwarding operations once received any one data packet; the intermediate nodes can implement the re-encoding and forwarding operations need not to receive all of the coded packets belonging to some block; finally, the receiver decodes the received coded packets to recover the original data packets which also need not to receive the whole block encoded packets.
A. Establishment and Maintenance of Mesh
Different from conventional network coding based schemes, PNCRM restricts network coding operations within a certain area rather than the entire network. Fig. 2 illustrates a pattern of this kind of network.
As shown in Fig. 2 , during the state of network initialization, PNCRM constructs a mesh that all nodes in the network know an optimal and some redundant paths to the core through the shortest path. After the encoding operations in senders, all the packets transmit along one optimal path to the coding area. And once a coded packet reaches the mesh, the packet propagates only within the mesh.
From Fig. 2 , we can see that each multicast group has its own core for maintenance. At the very beginning, the node firstly join multicast group is seen as the core. In case multiple nodes join the some group simultaneously, the node with the largest ID is actually selected as the core. Then, the selected core periodically broadcasts MA to update the path information. Each MA specifies a sequence number, group ID, core ID, the distance to the core, mesh member and parent field. The mesh member flag is set when the node is covered in the coding area. The parent field states the preferred neighbor to reach the core and a list of neighbors who are mesh members. All the nodes on the optimal paths between any receivers and the core collectively form the mesh of the multicast group, and all these nodes are also considered as mesh member. As illustrated in Fig. 2 , Node 5 and Node 8 are nonreceivers, but they are on the optimal paths between receivers and the core, so they are both mesh members. Network coding area constructed by PNCRM With the changing shape of network caused by nodes moving, joining or leaving multicast group frequently, the core is dynamically selected by a distribute algorithm. Finally, the core will lie in the relative central of the coding area.
B. Operations of Sender
To simplify the analysis, we assume that the application layer generates a stream of equal size packets P 1 , P 2 , P 3 … where subscripts denote consecutive Unique Identification Number (UID). Upon receiving these packets, PNCRM agent groups them into different blocks according to UID of each packet. Each block is composed by BLOCK_SIZE original packets with continuous sequence number, and these blocks are non-overlapping. The BLOCK_ID of each block is computed by [(packet_sequence-1)/BLOCK_SIZE]. For example, when BLOCK_SIZE is equal to 4: P 1~P4 belong to block 0, which BLOCK_ID is 0; P 5~P8 belong to block 1, which BLOCK_ID is 1, etc. Table I shows the header structure of PNCRM. Using the header structure shown in Table I , PNCRM agent performs the blocking operation immediately once received an original packet from upper layer, and the obtained BLOCK_ID is stored in the block_id field of the packet header, which is used to specify the block to which the packet belongs. Then, the processed packet is 2416 JOURNAL OF NETWORKS, VOL. 8, NO. 10, OCTOBER 2013 cached in the local memory of the sender for later operation. A block is considered to be fully received when the BLOCK_ID of one received packet is equal to (BLOCK_ID+ BLOCK_SIZE-1), then the upper layer will send packets of the next block. In PNCRM, senders are responsible for the initial encoding, which is based on the process of partial network coding given in section II. With partial network coding, senders implement random linear network coding operation without receiving all of the packets belong to one block. With a set of coefficients E={e 1 ,e 2 ,…,e k } drawn randomly from , PNCRM agent combines all the received packets into a coded packet, which can be obtained by:
Where q is the sequence number of the first packet of the block, and k should be equal to or less than BLOCK_SIZE. The coefficient vector E is stored in the encoding_vector field of the header as encoding vector of this coded packet, which is used by receivers to decode or re-encode the packets.
In the process of initial encoding, the block_size field is set as BLOCK_SIZE. Each block generates enough, at least BLOCK_SIZE, coded packets to guarantee that, the downstream nodes can collect enough coded packets in the first round of transmission instead of asking the sender for retransmission. Besides, by doing so, the receivers can collect enough coded packets to recover all the original data packets. The request field is used to indicate whether the sender of the coded packet needs redundant coded packets to implement complete encoding operation and the request is set as FALSE in the process of initial encoding.
C. Operations of Intermediate Nodes
Each node in the network has a data structure called NC_Buffer_Status, to indicate the state of some blocks in local memory. Table II shows the format of  NC_Buffer_Status.   TABLE II. FORMAT OF NC_BUFFER_STATUS block_id rank last_seen decoded_so_far 32bits 8bits 8bits 8bits
As shown in Table II , in NC_Buffer_Status, the rank field is set as the rank of the encoding matrix, which is composed of the encoding vectors of a given block in local memory. For a coded packet obtained by (5), its last_seen is the largest relative sequence number i of the non-zero coefficient e i , namely k. And the last_seen in NC_Buffer_Status is the maximum of the last_seen of all the coded packets of a given block in local memory. The decoded_so_far is the largest sequence number of the decoded packet.
Once an intermediate node in the network received a coded packet of a given block, this node judges whether there are coded packets of this block in local memory by checking NC_Buffer_Status first. If not, this coded packet is considered to have new information, we call them innovative one, and stored in local memory. At the same time, information about this block is added to NC_Buffer_Status: rank is set as 1, last_seen is set as the last_seen of this coded packet, and decoded_so_far is 0. If the node has already received one or more coded packets of this block, the encoding vector of this new coded packet should be added to the encoding matrix of this block. Then the PNCRM agent checks whether the rank of the new matrix is greater than the value of rank in NC_Buffer_Status of this block. If not, discard this coded packet. Otherwise, this coded packet is considered to be an innovative one, stored in local memory, and update NC_Buffer_Status simultaneously: rank plus 1, last seen is updated as the largest last_seen of all the coded packets of this block right now, decoded_so_far is still 0.
In order to reduce the forwarding times of coded packet, while not reduce the probability to recover the original packets for receiving nodes, we adopt the leaping encoding-forwarding strategy, that is, the nodes implement one encoding-forwarding operation whenever received a certain number of coded packets. We set the leaping interval as 1, i.e., the intermediate nodes reencode all the coded packets of the given block in local memory whenever received two innovative coded packets. Thus, the re-encoding operation is implemented only in the even time slices. While, in the odd time slices, the reencoding operation won't be performed. The method of re-encoding is the same as the conventional network coding, namely, the PNCRM agent implements random linear coding operation with all coded packet of this block in local memory.
Intermediate nodes set a timer for each block. If the block is fully cached before the timer expires, PNCRM agent clears this timer to prevent duplicate encoding. If not, the PNCRM agent will perform re-encoding operation with all the received packets to generate a coded packet C', and set the request field in its header structure as TRUE, then forwards it. If some neighbor node receives C', and detects that its request is TURE, then this node detects that the sender of C' is lack of enough coded packets of this block to implement complete re-encoding operation. Then, this neighbor node checks the records of this block in NC_Buffer_Status. If the rank is less than block_size of this block, this node won't respond to the request; if equal, this node reencodes all the coded packets of this block in local memory and forwards to response the redundant encoded packets request. Through this kind of request-share mode, receivers can collect enough coded packets for decoding with high probability.
D. Operations of Receiver
In addition to the implementation of all the operations in intermediate nodes, the receiving nodes perform realtime decoding operation according to the current status of the block recorded in NC_Buffer_Status. Different from conventional network coding based schemes, PNCRM can recover the original data packets according to the current status in local memory, which need not to receive all BLOCK_SIZE coded packets. Once an innovative coded packet is received by one receiving node, cached in local memory, and updated NC_Buffer_Status immediately. Then, the receiving node checks the field of last_seen and rank in NC_Buffer_Status. If rank is greater than or equal to last_seen, we can recover the original data packets through Gauss elimination method. The original data packets range from 1 to last_seen can be recovered, where the sequence number is the relative position in the block. After decoding, decoded_so_far is updated as last_seen. Next, the original data packets can be recovered range from decoded_so_far+1 to last_seen, if it appears the opportunity of decoding of this block. Finally, if decoded_so_far is equal to BLOCK_SIZE, all the original packets belong to the given block can be recovered. Table III gives a simple example of the process of realtime decoding, which contains the update process of NC_Buffer_Status, where the BLOCK_SIZE is equal to 4. At time T 1 , the receiver receives coded packet C(P 1 ,P 2 ), then updates NC_Buffer_Status. Because rank is 1, last_seen is 2, rank is less than last_seen, thus decoding operation cannot be implemented. At time T 2 , coded packet C(P 1 ) is received, updates NC_Buffer_Status. At this moment, rank is equal to last_seen, then it has the decoding opportunity, P 1 and P 2 can be recovered, and decoded_so_far is updated from 0 to 2. Similarly, at time T 3 and T 4 , the receiver receives C(P 1 ,P 2 ,P 3 ,P 4 ) and C(P 1 ,P 2 ,P 3 ) respectively, and the original packets P 3 and P 4 can be simultaneously recovered at time T 4 , as shown in Table III. Before decoding, the receiving nodes still re-encode all coded packet, then broadcast the new coded packets to neighbor nodes, which is expected to transmit packets of this given block to downstream nodes. After decoding is fully completed, it provides redundant coded packet for neighbor nodes through re-encoding, which can improve the packet delivery ratio of the network.
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IV. SIMULATION RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In the previous section, the mechanism of PNCRM scheme has being introduced in detail. In order to evaluate the performance of PNCRM, we carry out simulations in NS2 with the parameters given in Table IV . We compare the performance of PNCRM against PUMA and NCRM through simulations with varying number of receivers, node speed and traffic load. The PUMA code for NS2 is from Doria [20] .
The metrics used for our evaluation are PDR (Packet Delivery Ratio), TO (Total Overhead), and End-to-end delay. To ensure the credibility of simulations, we generate 8 random scenarios for each setting. Then, we run 10 times of simulation for every scenario and obtain the results by averaging them. The following section will present simulation results and analysis. 
A. Effect of Node Mobility
To evaluate the performance of PNCRM under the multicast scenarios with varying node speed, we set the number of senders, the number of receivers and the traffic load as 1, 30, 10Kbps respectively. The BLOCK_SIZE in PNCRM and NCRM are set as 8, the same as below. Fig.  3 presents the performance comparison of PNCRM with NCRM, PUMA.
Firstly, as shown in Fig. 3(a) , with the increase in node mobility, the PDR of PNCRM is well maintained at above 95%, which is significantly better than 90%~95% of NCRM and 85%~90% of PUMA. This is because, as the node speed increases, the reliability of the link decreases, but these receiving nodes will have more opportunities to receive all the needed coded packets. It is just this performance complementation that keeps a relatively stable PDR for PNCRM and NCRM. And, partial network coding has the superiority of real-time coding, which causes that the PDR of PNCRM is higher than NCRM in multiple scenarios with varying node speed.
Besides, the mobility of the networks has negative effects to some extent on the performance of PNCRM, Fig. 3(a) presents a gentle drop tendency of its PDR. Fig.  3(a) fully demonstrated the strong robustness of PNCRM.
As can be observed from Fig. 3(b) , the TO of PNCRM, NCRM and PUMA remain stable in the scenarios with varying mobility. This is because all the three schemes adopt the same simple control signaling MA, which makes them select a sub-optimal path through looking for redundant routing link information in the routing table, in place of sending a number of control packets to reconstruct the link, when the link broken. However, the characteristic of flooding within mesh for PUMA increases the packet forwarding times, the TO of PUMA is significantly higher than PNCRM and NCRM. And because that PNCRM uses the partial networking coding, the forwarding times of packets of PNCRM is more than NCRM. As shown in Fig. 3(b) , the TO of PNCRM is nearly double times of NCRM in different scenario of varying node speed. This indicates that, the excellent performance of PNCRM is at the expense of the increase of energy consumption. Finally, Fig. 3(c) shows that the end-to-end delay of PNCRM is generally 0.9 second less than NCRM, which significantly improves the great defect of delay caused by conventional network coding. It perfectly confirms the superiority of partial networking coding over conventional network coding. The average end-to-end delay of PNCRM is 0.13s more than PUMA, which because that the decoding operation of receiver should satisfy certain conditions,.
B. Effect of Number of Receivers
To evaluate the performance of PNCRM under the multicast scenarios with varying number of receivers, we set the number of senders, the node speed and the traffic load as 1, 15m/s, 10Kbps respectively. Fig. 4 shows the simulation results of PNCRM, NCRM and PUMA.
As shown in Fig. 4(a) , PNCRM demonstrates excellent reliability compared with NCRM and PUMA. With the increasing number of receivers, the PDR of PNCRM and NCRM is significantly increased. This is due to more nodes participating in network coding, which leads to the great increase in the probability of collecting enough coded packets for decoding within a short period of time, hence, it improves the PDR. And, when the number of receiving nodes is more than 10, the PDR of NCRM maintains at 90%~95%, but the PDR of PNCRM exceeds 95%, which indicates that the PDR performance of PNCRM outperforms NCRM significantly. For partial network coding, it is unnecessary to receive the whole block coded packet to implement the decoding operations, which lessen the difficulty in recovering original packets, hence, the PDR can be improved.
With the increase in receiver number, the receiver can easily collect enough needed coded packets during a short period of time, which reduce the times of relevant resource requests. Hence, it reduces the packet forwarding times while improve the PDR. For this reason, as shown in Fig. 4(a) and Fig. 4(b) , the TO of PNCRM decreases significantly, while the PDR increases. Besides, partial network coding increases the packet forwarding times, thus, compared to NCRM, PNCRM increases 10% TO in average. Fig. 4(c) shows the end-to-end delay performance of the three schemes under the multicast scenarios with varying number of receivers. As PNCRM effectively combines the mesh-based real-time multicast mechanism with the partial network coding together, the end-to-end delay of PNCRM reduces about 1 second compared to NCRM. This result indicates that the real-time performance of PNCRM is greatly superior to NCRM.
C. Effect of Traffic Load
To evaluate the performance of PNCRM under the multicast scenarios with varying traffic load, we set the number of senders, the number of receivers and node speed as 1, 30, 15m/s respectively. Fig. 5 presents the simulation results of PNCRM, NCRM and PUMA.
Based on simulation results shown in Fig. 5 , with the increase in traffic load, the performance of PNCRM, NCRM and PUMA worsen. Higher traffic load means that the sender sends more data packets per minute, which decrease the time of the intermediate nodes processing each data packet. Besides, more data packets transmitted in a fixed bandwidth during a fixed period of time will cause network saturation and network congestion. Hence, it is bound to decrease the PDR, and increase the time that packets transmitted from the source to the receivers, as we can see from Fig. 5(a) and Fig.  5(c) .
The excessive packets loss during the transmission will lead to frequently relative resource requests, which notably increase the total overhead, as depicted in Fig.  5(b) . Partial network coding effectively reduces the difficulty for the receivers to recover the original packets, thus, the TO of PNCRM is lower than NCRM and PUMA on the whole.
The network coding can reduce the forwarding times, which can alleviate the network congestion to some extent, hence, the PDR of NCRM and PNCRM is a bit larger than PUMA, as shown in Fig. 5(a) . Besides, when traffic load is greater than 20kbps, the PDR of PNCRM and NCRM is almost completely equal, which indicates that, in terms of PDR, PNCRM has no advantage over NCRM under the scenarios with high traffic load. In the network with serious congestion, conventional network coding can effectively reduce the forwarding times, but not so with partial network coding. As shown in Fig. 5(c) , when the traffic load is greater than 40kbps, the end-toend delay of NCRM is less than PNCRM. While in the relative low-load network, the traffic load is less than 40kbps, the real-time characteristics of PNCRM can be well observed.
V. CONLUSIONS
In this paper, we propose a partial network coding based real-time multicast (PNCRM) scheme in MANETs. It effectively combines the idea of partial network coding with the mesh-based real-time multicast scheme together. When implementing encoding, forwarding and decoding operations, nodes in the network do not need to receive all of the packets belonging to one encoding block. Comparing with normal network coding based real-time multicast scheme (i.e. NCRM) and conventional meshbased real-time multicast scheme (i.e. PUMA), simulation results show that the packet delivery ratio of PNCRM increases notably, which indicates the reliability and throughput can be improved significantly. Furthermore, due to partial network coding, the end-toend delay of PNCRM is decreased significantly. Under the multicast scenarios with high motilities and large number of receivers, simulation results show that PNCRM can perform better than the other two schemes.
Finally, we also note that the performance of PNCRM is decreased dramatically under the multicast scenarios with high traffic load, which indicates that the best performance may be obtained by combining PNCRM and NCRM together. In the future, we thus will explore a general optimization framework for obtaining the best performance during all kinds of real-time multicast scenarios in MANETs by employing PNCRM and NCRM.
